Erasmus+ in Tampere, 7-13 October 2017

Challenges of Globalization for National Identity and European Integration

Program

**Saturday 7.10.** Arrivals (host families)

**Sunday 8.10.** Meeting at school (in Mediateekki) 10.00
Getting to know each other: Presentations (participants, schools)
Getting started: Vocabulary and Logo
Lunch
14.00 Moomin-museum
Walk tour in Tampere

**Monday 9.10.** Meeting at school 08.30
Presentations (preliminary assignment: Timeline)
Lecture by Sirkku Latomaa, University of Tampere (Language awareness) 10.00
Lunch 12.00
Presentations (preliminary assignment: Present situation) 12.45
Excursion to Pispalanharju 14.00 → walk to Varala (sauna & swimming) 16.00-20.00

**Tuesday 10.10.** Meeting at school 09.30
Lecture by Pirjo Puonti (Education advisor, Teachers without Borders) 10.00
Lunch 12.00
Workshops 12.45-15.30
**Wednesday 11.10.** Meeting at school 09.00
Presentations (Workshops) 09.00
Lunch 12.00
Presentations and Logo Competition 12.45 – 15.30

**Thursday 12.10.** Meeting at school 08.30, bus leaves at 09.00
Excursion to Tuusulanjärvi, City of Järvenpää (Ainola and Halosenniemi) 09.00-17.30
What kind of culture do we consider ”national” or ”our” culture?
Feedback
Party at school (Gym) 18.00

**Friday 13.10.** Goodbye!